Abstract. -The Gorsky effect has been investigated in the H-Ta system at very low hydrogen contents (from 0.12 to 0.25 at. %) ; the measurements have been made in the frequency range 2.8-23 Hz. The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen has been found to obey an Arrhenius-type law in the temperature range 210-525 OK, the diffusion parameters being DOH = 3 x 10-4f0.6 crn2/s and WH = 0.15 f 0.03 eV. A deviation from the exponential behaviour has been observed at lower temperatures.
Abstract. -The Gorsky effect has been investigated in the H-Ta system at very low hydrogen contents (from 0.12 to 0.25 at. %) ; the measurements have been made in the frequency range 2.8- 23 Hz. The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen has been found to obey an Arrhenius-type law in the temperature range 210-525 OK, the diffusion parameters being DOH = 3 x 10-4f0.6 crn2/s and WH = 0.15 f 0.03 eV. A deviation from the exponential behaviour has been observed at lower temperatures. Although noticeable progress has been made in both experiment and theory, important questions are still open. One of these unsolved problems is the discrepancy found between the diffusion data in Nb [28] , when obtained by the Gorsky effect or by a low temperature peak (LTP), which has been attributed by Cannelli et al. to a Snoek type mechanism. This discrepancy, in connection with some theoretical calculations 114, 191, has led some authors 1271 to assume that the (LTP) may not be a Snoek-type relaxation process. A clarification of this point is of interest for the future development of the hydrogen and deuterium diffusion studies. This experimental work has been undertaken in an attempt to investigate the Gorsky effect of hydrogen in Ta and to compare the diffusion data so obtained with those deduced by Cannelli et al. from the (LTP). Table I , where are also collected the main data on the Gorsky relaxation effect. The samples have previously been recrystallized at about 1,250 O K for about 3 days, then electrolitically loaded with hydrogen and subsequently homogenized in vacuum at about 500 O K for three hours. Owing to the small dimensions of the samples, the content of hydrogen cannot be determined with good accuracy by the standard methods of analysis, so, indicative values have been deduced from the Gorsky relaxation strength in Ta (1.3 x 10-2/1 at. % hydrogen at 300 O K [29] ).
The experimental technique used is that described in previous papers [ll, 121. The Gorsky effect is conveniently investigated by plotting TQ-' as a function of T -l . This quantity measured in specimen 1 after some subsequent hydrogen loading treatments, is plotted in figure 1 , where is also reported the reference curve obtained after the recrystallization treatment. It can be seen that hydrogen impurities bring about a well-developed Gorsky peak which is followed, in the increasing temperature direction, by the oxygen and nitrogen Snoek effects. The maximum value of TQ-' for the Gorsky peak is seen to increase with the loading time, the lowest value being 0.70 OK. The hydrogen content corresponding to this value is about 0.12 at. %. The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen, as deduced both from the analysis of the relaxation curves (white points) and from the shift in the temperature scale of the Gorsky peak with frequency (bIack points), has been plotted in figure 2. Within the experimental errors, the two groups of points lie on the same straight line in the high temperature range, thus confirming that the Gorsky effect may be treated as a single
The interpretation of the experimental data in terms of a simple exponential law for D(T) meets with the difficulty in explaining the deviation observed in the low temperature range of the measurements on the Gorsky effect. So, much more experimental work is needed both on the Gorsky and on the (LTP) relaxation effect before certain conclusions may be drawn.
Concluding, it can be noted that a less sure discrepancy exists between the Gorsky and the (LTP) diffusion data in Ta than in Nb.
